PRESENT: Michael Kennedy, Cathy Hanrahan, Lisa McKenzie, Anita Maher, Louise Haintz

APOLOGIES: Rhiannon Denman, Renae Robson, Leanne Birkett, Ann Hanrahan, Gary & Suzie Sugars, Annette Rinaldi, Julie Toohey, Nicole Toohey Julie Williams

MEETING OPENED:

ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING of 25th March 2015
Motioned & Passed by: all present members passed

CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED: Crazy Camel Fundraising pamphlet—not considered as a good option for our school as too little families to accommodate requirements

ITEMS DISCUSSED/BUSINESS ARISING:

• Market Day: POSTPONED. Lack of interest and bookings—perhaps Springtime. Removal of notices/radio cancellation etc. Also Springbank football being played that day also. Rhiannon texted to ask to remove radio ads etc, Lisa contacted Chris Leonard regarding donation of signage etc. Louise Haintz sourced some donations for raffle from Zyrella in Ballan. We have this in stock—do we return it? - No hang onto it for use at future time. Louise will let proprietor know this is our intention. May make it more of a car boot event where the school might have 4 or 5 stalls and open up reserve spot donation of up to $20 for anyone else that turns up?

• Painting of Toilet doors: Date needed for sanding and preparing, students to get involved. Paint and brushes and sandpaper has been purchased. Day as scheduled for 15th April was cancelled due to funeral and lack of attendance etc—decided that we may give the senior students the responsibility of doing this and now that we don’t have to have this prepared for market day, we may hold off for the weather to improve before starting this project

• Grounds—mentioned the wonderful job Declan had done on their roster this month and that he was intending on trimming some branches from underneath some trees also

• Social event—suggestion for a family Melbourne footy day as Sunday games are now free for children. Michael will perhaps suggest this to the Grade 5 and 6 to investigate

PRINCIPALS REPORT: No real formal report but Michael did explain the reading program that is to start with the senior students and the Wallace kindergarten students, and also the suggestion that we drop off a copy of our newsletter weekly for display on the kinder board. Michael also thought that displaying the P&F minutes on the website may prove beneficial also.

TREASURERS REPORT: NA at this time—however, change of signatories forms to be followed up—forms reviewed and Michael to visit ANZ bank to ensure this is done ASAP please.

MEETING CLOSED: not noted

NEXT MEETING: TBE